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Abstract
Purpose of Review In this review, we highlight recent developments and applications in remote sensing that can improve the
accuracy and timeliness of health assessments in plantations
managed for timber and pulp production. The detection and
mapping of damage extent and severity caused by insect pests
and fungal pathogens is a common requirement of foresters managing plantations. The objectives of these surveys can range from
early detection for targeted intervention to more strategic aims of
predicting stand susceptibility or evaluating the performance of
management strategies.
Recent Findings Recent developments in remote sensing
technologies and big data modelling techniques can now provide spatially explicit, quantitative solutions for these management objectives that are more accurate than manual fieldbased assessments of tree damage or airborne visual mapping.
Past studies have identified a large number of spectral, textural
and structural metrics that have been used in models to classify specific tree crown damage symptoms. This process requires a detailed understanding of the chronology of crown
symptoms for specific damaging agents and the spectral responses to these symptoms. Continuing increases in the spatial
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and spectral resolution of remote sensors enables crown-level
damage classification.
Summary The development of data processing workflows
that fuse spectral information with three-dimensional (3D)
data acquired simultaneously from single or different remote
platforms promote the opportunities to derive both structural
and physiological crown-level attributes that relate to crown
damage. The simultaneous acquisition of spectral and 3D
point data will enable plantation foresters to derive several
spatial products, including the assessment of tree health in a
cost-effective manner.
Keywords Remote sensing • Plantation health • Damage •
Insect pests • Fungal pathogens • Diseases

Introduction
It is well recognised that a broad range of abiotic processes
and biotic agents can have a negative impact on forest health
including drought, and insect pests and fungal pathogens (e.g.
[1]). The definition of forest health, however, lacks a universal
definition. This is because the term forest health contains subjective value judgements based on varying social, economic
and ecological perspectives which have resulted in a range of
indicators used to assess forest health [2, 3]. In this review, we
focus on tree health, in particular tree crowns that have been
affected by damaging insect pests and fungal pathogens. The
impact of damaging biotic agents is often manifested through
changes in tree crown condition and therefore is considered a
good indicator of tree health, in particular the crown attributes
of foliage discolouration and crown defoliation (e.g. [4-, 5]).
Although numerous studies (e.g. [6-10, 11-, 12., 13, 14,
15.]) and several reviews (e.g. [16., 17-.]) have been published on the application of remote sensing for health
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assessment and monitoring of native forests, much fewer studies have focused specifically on plantations (e.g. references
summarised in Table 1 [18, 19, 20-, 21., 22-24, 25-, 26-,
271). In this review, we provide examples from the literature
that arise from a range of management perspectives and vegetation types but which we believe could contribute to improved opportunities for assessing the health status of planted
forests. We highlight recent advances in remote sensing hardware, associated software and analytical applications that
could potentially be applied by plantation managers, which
inherently are required to match the size of their management
units, e.g. clusters of plantations, rather than larger landscapes.
In commercial forestry, forest health monitoring is related
to minimising sub-optimal productivity, especially with plantations. The assessment of plantation health status is, therefore, usually embedded in their management practises and
often within an existing certification framework [5]. Forest
health aerial detection surveys that depend on the visual mapping of canopy damage and tree mortality have been routinely
undertaken for decades and have proven to be a cost-effective
means of monitoring (e.g. [5, 17-1). However, these surveys
have critical uncertainties related to the spatiotemporal variability of methodology, assessor bias and variable observation
conditions [5]. The presentation of crown damage symptoms
can vary in terms of the density and spatial pattern of affected
trees within a stand and with the type and level of damage on
individual tees [24, 251. It is very difficult for aerial sketch
mappers to assess both these different categories of damage
simultaneously [5]. Therefore, these aerial detection surveys
provide a rapid, cost-effective 'qualitative snapshot' of the
location and extent of synoptic symptoms produced by damaging biotic agents and other disturbances. The remote acquisition of digital, spatial data has many, often complimentary,
advantages compared to aerial sketch mapping, including a
high level of consistency, spatial accuracy and automation of
subsequent analysis. Specifically, remotely sensed imagery
has been used to provide information on (1) the extent and
progression of pest and disease outbreaks, (2) to predict susceptibility to specific damaging agents and (3) as a tool for
evaluating the performance of management strategies [28].

Description of Crown Symptoms
Specific insect pests and diseases affect their tree hosts differently, resulting in a suite of damage symptoms, with some
being more visually distinctive than others, especially from a
synoptic perspective (e.g. [24]). Certain causal agents such as
root rot fungi, while having significant impact, may not present obvious crown symptoms until just prior to mortality.
When visual symptoms can be observed synoptically,
discoloured crowns are more visually distinctive than partially
defoliated crowns, especially in the presence of understorey
Springer
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vegetation (e.g. [5, 24, 251). Symptoms that progress from
branch to branch are more difficult to identify than damage
that presents more uniformly across the entire crown (e.g.
[151). It is essential that there is an understanding of the
chronology of crown damage symptoms associated with individual damaging agents and that the progression of symptoms
is linked to the life cycle of the damaging agent and the corresponding biophysical responses by the host tree (e.g. [13,
17-., 20-, 291). For example, Ips grandicollis attacks several
species of pine including Pinus radiata in Australian plantations and the progression of symptoms is similar to other bark
beetle species (e.g. [291). The initial attack is not visible to the
human eye, but the needles, usually over the entire crown,
commence to desiccate and the chlorophyll pigments start to
break down turning the needles yellow before becoming reddish brown in colour. The final stage, often referred to as the
grey stage, is when the dead trees commence shedding their
needles. The timing and duration of these stages can vary as
they are influenced by the local weather and site conditions.
For many pests of pine, the red discolouration of the crown
is the most distinctive and longest phase but this is not always
the case. Another common insect pest of P. radiata plantations
in Australia is the pine aphid Essigella californica. Feeding by
this aphid produces damage symptoms of mottled yellowing
(chlorosis) along the needles followed by premature needle
shed. As the aphid prefers to feed on older needles within
the upper crown, this produces an initial yellowing of the
upper crowns that then become more transparent from the
resultant defoliation [30]. Unlike bark beetle attack, there is
no red stage.
Knowledge of the phenology of the damaging agent and
associated host response has implications for the optimal
timing of data acquisition as well as the optimal reference data
required for classifying or training the remotely sensed data.
Numerous documents exist on how to assess common crown
damage symptoms on the ground, and many methods have
been standardised in formal national forest health monitoring
programs (e.g. [4.]; (www.srs .fs . u sd a. g ov/pub s/gtr/gtr_
srs102.pdf). For example, defoliation is defined as the
relative amount of missing needles or leaves in the
assessable crown as compared to a local reference tree
which has full foliage and commonly defoliation is assessed
in 5% steps. Crown transparency can be used as a proxy for
defoliation. Another indicator of defoliation is the Leaf Area
Index which is a measured, continuous variable but is
relatively time consuming to obtain and hence expensive
compared to the visual estimates of defoliation. Some
damaging agents produce more complex symptoms and
require combining several crown indicators in order to
define a sequence of crown damage categories suitable for
use as reference data in modelling with remotely sensed data
(e.g. [15., 251). Crown damage symptoms, however, are
often generic and therefore diagnosis of the damaging agent

Damaging agent and host

Sensor/platform

Tree crown damage
metric(s)

Significant predictor
metric(s)

Modelling
approach

Reference

Mycosphaerella spp. (Mycosphaerella
leaf disease)/Eucalyptus globulus

Airborne Digital Multi-Spectral Camera
Narrow-baud filters on 4 wavebands
Spatial resolution 50 cm

Manually delineated crowns
To defoliation and necrosis
index/crown
Classified into severity
classes

Significant bandwidths and Vie'
mean and variance reflectance
values
Crown neerosis—R680/R550
Defoliation R780nm

Pietrzykowski, Sims.
Stone et al. (2007)
[18]

Multiple defoliating agents

E0-1 Hyperion satellite
Landsat 5-TM satellite
Both with 30 m pixels

% defoliation/crown
Tree cover fraction estimates
Stand age
Individual trees accurately
located
% necrotic tissue estimated
from foliage sampled
from 80 trees
% of trees with
defoliation/plot
Catergorised into 4
defoliation classes
Severity of needle
blight/crown
scored into 1 of 6 classes

Selected pixel endmember classes

Manually delineated crowns
Correlation coefficients
Linear regression
Mapping: SMA used to identify
pixels with sunlit crown. Filtered
to match crown sizes
**
Modified SMA technique

Eucalyptus globulin
Thaumastocorth peregrinus
(bronze bug)
Eucalyptus smithii

Gonipterus scutellatus (eucalypt weevil)
Eucalyptus spp.
Dothistroma septospora
(Dothistroma needle blight)

World View-2 satellite
8 multispectral bands
Spatial resolution Pan-0.5 m
Multispectral 1.8 in
World View-2 satellite
8 multispectral bands
Spatial resolution Pan sharpened 0.5 m
Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager-2
10 narrow bands (400-1000 tun) Spatial
resolution-0.8 m

Significant wavelengths—RE
and N1R1 and N1R2 bands
Temperature

Partial least squares regression
modelling using significant
predictor variables for mapping
**

NDV1

Spatial resolution optimised for
each defoliation class
Artificial neural network analysis
**
Crowns manually delineated on
imagery and whole crown
spectral response extracted.
Also 'halo' approach—ignored
crown's brightest central pixels.
ANOVA and linear regression

Upper slope of RE index
(R720 + R760/2)—R740

Pious radiata

Somers, Verbesselt,
Ampe et al. (2010)
[19]
Oumar & Mutunga
(2014) [201

Loitering & Mutanga
(2016) [211

Coops, Stanford,
Old et al. (2003) [22]

**

Sphaeropsis sapinea
(Sphaeropsis blight)
Euigella callfarnica
(Californian pine aphid)

Airborne Digital Multi-Spectral
Camera Il system
4 filtered wavebands-680, 720, 740
and 850 ran
Spatial resolution-50 cm

Classes of crown colour
Crown % transparency of
the upper quartile
% of crown affected

3 endmembers—sunlit
canopy, soil and shadow

Airborne Digital Multi-Spectral
Camera 11 system
2 * 4 filtered wavebands-680, 720, 740 and
850 nm, and 680, 700, 720 and 750 rim
Spatial resolution-50 cm
Airborne Digital Multi-Spectral
Camera II system
2 0 4 filtered wavebands-680, 720, 740 and
850 am, and 680, 700, 720 and 750 on,
Spatial resolution-50 cm

Classes of crown colour
Crown % transparency of
the upper quartile
% of crown affected

Upper RE for S. sapinea-affected
crowns
Simple chlorophyll index
(R850/R680nm) for Essigella

Pinus radiata
Sphamvpsis sap/flea
(Sphaeropsis blight)
Essigella catilbrnica
(Californian pine aphid)
Pinus radiata
Diplodia pinea
(Diplodia/Sphaeropsis blight)
Essigella call/hen/ca
(Californian pine aphid)
Plum' radiata

Fusarium circinatum
(Pine pitch canker)/Pinus radiata

QuickBird satellite
4 multispectral bands
Spectral resolution—Pan-0.6 m
Multispectral bands-2.44 in

Sirm noctilio

Airborne hyperspectral Eagle sensor

Leader colour class
Upper RE for Diplodia-affected crowns
Sunlit canopy fraction and chlorophyll index
Proportion crown
discoloured
Proportion crown affected by
Essigella
Crown transparency

Sample of 400 trees
identified
as either healthy or
infected

Average band reflectance extracted from each
crown. Vls and transformations calculated

Field tree crowns manually
delineated in imagery
Linear spectral !unitizing analysis
Minimum noise fraction and pixel
purity index classifier
Stepwise regression
*5 - Sphaeropsis, * - Essigella
Linear regression
Logistic generalised linear
modelling for bimodal data
- Sphaeropsis, * - Essigella
Field trees manually delineated
in imagery
Spectral indices and fraction
images (sunlit canopy,
shadow and soil) calculated
Classification and regression trees
Mapped at crown level—sunlit
crown pixels smoothed to
approximate crown size
*** - Diplodia, ** - Essigella
Automated crown segmentation
using Pan imagery and eCogni on
Shadow and soil masked out.
A multilayer feed-forward neural
network applied
*0*

Goodwin, Coops
& Stone (2005) [23]

Coops, Goodwin,
Stone & Sims
(2006) [24]

Sims, Stone,
Coops & Ryan
(2007)
[251

Poona & Ismail
(2013) [261
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Table 1 Spectral features at the tree crown scale related to damage symptoms caused by insect pests and fungal pathogens in either Eucalyptus or Pious sp. plantations
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requires technical expertise and experience. Hence, all forest
health assessment programs require access to diagnostic
experts and a requirement for on-ground identification of the
damaging agents.
While manual methodologies are still the most common
means of acquiring ground-based reference data [4.], automated, near-range remote sensing instruments are being developed including the application of wireless terrestrial sensors
[31-]. For example, the VEGNET instrument is a terrestrial
laser scanner which is a solar-powered device for semipermanent installation in the field and automated operation
that provides daily (indirect) measures of the Plant Area
Index [32].

Spectral Features Applied to the Assessment
of Damaged Tree Foliage
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*, **, *** represent relative accuracies

rc)
r.14

(Pine woodwasp)/Pinits patula

Damaging agent andhost

Table 1 (continued)

Sensor/platform

v9"

Early studies using field spectrometers confirmed the capabilities of narrow bandwidth spectral data to detect physiological
stress in vegetation (e.g. [33]). They related spectral behaviour
to the concentration of three main groups of leaf photosynthetic pigments, i.e. the chlorophylls (green pigments), carotenoids (yellow-orange pigments) and anthocyanins (red-purple
pigments) [34]. Changes in the foliar concentrations of these
pigments are non-specific indicators of the tree physiological
status and can vary because of exposure to a broad range of
stressful processes or damaging agents as well as from the
normal leaf maturation processes [33, 35]. Another common
damage symptom is leaf necrosis which arises from a loss in
cellular integrity resulting in moisture loss and tissue degradation. These leaf—scale responses, however, need to be aggregated up in order to interpret the impact on foliar functioning at the crown scale (e.g. [36]). In addition to changes in leaf
biochemistry and physiology, damaging agents can also induce premature leaf fall or the production of fewer or small
leaves which in turn can result in branch death and crown
contraction [37]. This culminates in a reduction in green biomass and moisture content and an increase in nonphotosynthesising vegetation, at both the crown and canopy
scales. Therefore, there is a need to understand the functional
hierarchy of symptoms as the damage progresses from the
leaf, crown and stand scales and relate these cumulative attributes to observed spectral reflectance behaviour at the spatial
scale of interest (e.g. [38]).
Several studies have examined the spectral reflectance
characteristics of foliage sampled from planted Eucalyptus
and Pinus trees damaged by insect pests or fungal pathogens
(e.g. references summarised in Table 2 [35-37, 39, 40]). These
papers provide descriptions of the generic spectral responses
to changes in foliar biochemistry and structure as well as observations of responses to tissue damage from specific damaging agents and host tree species. In addition to foliar
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properties, however, canopy reflectance is also a function of
the woody elements, canopy background (understorey vegetation and soils), canopy structure, illumination condition and
viewing geometry. Interpreting canopy-level spectra, therefore, is much more challenging [41, 42.-]. Nevertheless, numerous studies on assessing forest damage attributed to insect
pests and diseases have successfully related crown attributes
such as discolouration and defoliation to algorithms extracted
from remotely acquired optical imagery. The majority of these
studies have been associated with native forests (e.g. [10, 12.,
14, 15., 42.., 43-46,47., 48-50] with a significant proportion
of the papers related to tree mortality from bark beetle attack
and often with assessments required over large areas (e.g.
references cited in [17—]). While the management units associated with plantations tend to be smaller compared to native
forests, many of the approaches and methodologies presented
in these studies could be applied to plantations, especially
those associated with higher spectral and spatial resolution
remote sensors.
The most common transformation of remotely sensed spectral data for classifying vegetation involves the use of vegetation indices (VIs). They are applied to reduce variability
caused by canopy geometry, soil background, sun view angles
and atmospheric conditions [51]. Good VIs must represent
sensitivity and linear relationships with the vegetation
parametres being estimated, and have high dynamic range,
be scale-independent and minimal saturation effects [16.]. A
commonly applied VI is the normalised Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) which can provide a measure 'green biomass'.
While the NDVI is a robust metric, it has problems with saturation and non-linearity with forest canopies having moderate to high Lids. The Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) is
another multispectral index and was designed to be better
suited for densely vegetated areas [3]. A comprehensive listing of references that present Vls derived from satellite imagery can be found in the Index Database (www.indexdatabase.
de/db/r.php). Numerous other lists of VIs derived from
satellite sensors can be found in the literature (e.g. [10, 12.,
13, 15-, 43, 52]).
The capacity to derive spectral metrics capable of detecting
and mapping different types of canopy damage is influenced
significantly by the spectral and spatial resolution of the sensor [17..]. If narrow-band imagery (bandwidth <10 nm; i.e.
hyperspectral data) is available, then there is an opportunity to
discern more subtle changes in foliar composition, structure
and physiological activity including the effects of damaging
agents [41, 50]. The Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI),
for example, is a narrow-band, physiological reflectance index
sensitive to the epoxidation state of the xanthophyll cycle
pigments and to photosynthetic efficiency [53, 54]. 011inger
(2011) [41] provides a list of other narrow-band spectral VIs
and their targeted foliar application while Lopez-Lopez et al.
(2016) [55] provide a comprehensive list of Vls which they

derived from hyperspectral airborne imagery and were
assessed for their correspondence with a foliar disease of almond trees. More specifically, Table 2 summarises studies that
have analysed hyperspectral reflectance data acquired by field
or laboratory spectroradiometers in order to identify narrow
wavelengths that are sensitive to leaf scale symptoms associated with known pests of plantations. It is argued that these
wavelengths can then guide the derivation of spectral indices
from imagery acquired by remote sensors with fewer, broader
wavebands aimed at the detection of damage at crown and
stand scales (e.g. [24]).
Unfortunately, while the narrow-band indices are physiologically sensitive and hence have the potential to classify
damage severity, they are also highly affected by illumination
conditions, viewing geometry and canopy structure [54]. In
comparison, indices derived from broadband multispectral
imagery tend to be more robust and transferable but, however,
are much less specific and therefore more difficult to interpret.
Nevertheless, Table 1 provides examples of studies that have
evaluated the effectiveness of a range of waveband specifications to classify plantation health utilising imagery acquired
from either satellites or light aircraft. Additionally, RullanSilva etal. (2013) [16.] provides a comprehensive list of studies during the period 2007-2012, where VIs were applied for
monitoring insect defoliation of naturally regenerating forests
from a suite of remote sensors covering a range of spectral
resolutions. It is difficult to make direct comparisons between
these studies because of the diversity of symptoms, sensor
specifications and applied analysis, although, in general,
higher classification accuracies were achieved for those pests
presenting distinctly different crown-level symptoms compared to healthy crowns, for example the detection of red
discoloured crowns compared to partial defoliation.
In general, healthy plantation canopies tend to be more
homogenous than unhealthy canopies and therefore several
studies have examined whether the addition of textural information extracted from digital imagery can improve the accuracies associated with the classification of forest health (e.g.
[47-, 52, 56, 57]). This is possible when the objects of interest
(e.g. a tree crown or plot) are represented by a sufficient number of pixels in order to calculate the texture features [58]. The
more heterogeneous an object, the greater an image texture
value. There are several standard texture feature algorithms,
including features based on the first-order, grey-level brightness statistics (e.g. mean, variance and entropy) and secondorder, grey-level brightness values in terms of spatial dependency based on the grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM),
e.g. angular second moment, contrast, correlation and homogeneity [59]. These textural indices can then be included in the
classification or modelling process. Small pixel sizes (e.g.
digital aerial imagery) can capture the textural information
of individual trees while larger pixel sizes can describe the
textural characteristics of forest stands (e.g. IKON OS,
Springer

Table 2 Spectral features at the leaf scale related to damage symptoms caused by insect pests and fungal pathogens in either Eucalyptus or Pinus sp. plantations
Damaging agent
and host

Sensor/platform

Foliar damage
metric(s)

Significant predictor metric(s)

Modelling approach

Reference

Mycosphaerella spp.

ADS Uni spec FR
spectroradiometer
Spectral range 250-1100 nm

Percentage of necrotic tissue/juvenile
leaf and then assigned to 6 disease severity
classes
SPAD chlorophyll content

Significant discriminating wavelengths
Significant narrow-band Vls
(R678 nm/R550 nm)

Reflectance sensitivity
analysis
Correlation coefficients and
linear regression
***

Pietrzykowski, Stone, Pinkard,
Mohammed (2006) [39]

PP Systems UniSpec-DC
spectroradiometer

Artificial defoliation and induced
necrosis and reddening

Narrow-band Vls
RE indices for crown density
Red Green Index for red discolouration
and damage
Significant discriminating wavelengths
(679-695 nm)
Significant narrow-band Vls
(R688 nm/R721 ran for necrosis)

ANOVA
Linear regression

Bally Stone & Mohammed
(2008) [37]

(Mycosphaerella leaf disease)
Eucalyptus globulus

Treatments for defoliation and
discolouration
Potted seedlings of Eucalyptus globulus,
E. grandis and E. pihtlaris
Mycosphaerella spp. (Mycosphaerella leaf
disease)

ADS FieldSpec HandHeld
Leaves from potted seedlings
spectroradiorneter
Leaf tissue samples that were either healthy,
Spectral range 325-1075 nm
chlorotic, red or necrotic

Eucalyptus globulus

Dothistroma septosporum

(Dothistroma needle blight)
Pinus radiata
Sirex noctilio (Sirex wood wasp)
Pinus panda

ADS FieldSpec FR
6 classes of necrotic damage/needle
Spectroradiometer
Spectral range 350-1200 nm
ADS FieldSpec ProFR
Needles sampled from healthy crowns,
spectroradiometer
green-attacked and red-attacked crowns
Spectral range 350-2500 nm

Significant discriminating wavelengths
Significant narrow-band Ws
(R709 tun/691 nm upper slope of RE
710-740 nm)
Significant discriminating wavelengths
(500,521,685 and 760 nm)

**

Reflectance sensitivity
analysis
Lasso regression
Penalised discriminant
analysis
5*

Bany, Corkrey, Pham Thi, et al.
(2011) [36]

Reflectance difference and
sensitivity analysis

Stone, Chishohn & McDonald
(2003) [35]

5*

ANOVA pair-wise comparisons
Sensitivity analysis
Jeffiies-Matusita distance

Ismail, Mutanga
& Ahmend (2008) [40]

*5*

V/s spectral vegetation indices, RE Red Edge of spectral curve

dalf iciisaiod Imp

*, **, *** represent relative accuracies
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SPOTS) (e.g. [48]). Recently, Wang et al. (2015) [57] examined whether GLCM texture features extracted from1KONOS
imagery could improve the classification accuracy of tree
health in Chinese Robinia pseudoacacia planted forests.
They concluded that combining both spectral and textural information greatly improved the classification results and could
successfully discriminate between three health levels in forests
in their study area. Evans et al. (2012) [47.], on the other hand,
successfully combined airborne spectral and textural information to predict eucalypt crown condition in a Western
Australian forest presenting symptoms of canopy decline.

MODIS time series archives arc well suited for trajectory
based analysis, the resultant maps at 30- and 250-m spatial
resolution respectively should be viewed as strategic rather
than operational for timber plantations, identifying regions
that can be targeted for more detailed investigation at a higher
spatial resolution [17.., 61]. In addition, Hall et al. (2016)
[17-.] identify the importance of ensuring good spatial alignment and radiometric consistency between images over time
and cited numerous references that present pre-processing
methodologies that could assist in this requirement.

Types of Remote Sensors
Change Detection
Another approach to assessing forest health using remotely
acquired spectral data is through change detection techniques
[17—]. While some forest pest damage patterns may be detected using a single date image, employing two or more image
dates is in general more reliable [17..]. In addition, for many
countries, cloudiness can be a real hindrance to utilising optical imagery. The aggregation of temporal composite images is
undertaken to allow for a wall-to-wall cloud-free coverage and
to improve the signal to noise ratio [161. Hall et al. (2016)
[17.-] report that change detection methods are numerous and
evolving and present examples of several different, multi-date
approaches applied for mapping conifer mortality from bark
beetles (in Table 3, pages S313—S314). Meddens & Hicke
(2014) [12.], for example, accessed the multi-temporal
Landsat datasets to analyse the temporal patterns of tree mortality caused by mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus
ponderosae) in the Rocky Mountains of northcentral
Colorado while Verbesselt et al. (2009, 2010) [60, 61] successfully utilised 16-daily MODIS NDVI time series data to
forecast tree mortality in a P. radiata plantation affected predominantly by drought.
Change detection methodologies have also been used
where the objective is to classify categories of crown defoliation or map defoliation as a continuous variable (i.e. the intensity of defoliation), a task more difficult than the detection
of discoloured (non-green) tree crowns [13, 16-]. Meigs
et al. (2015) [14], for example, were able to map the spatiotemporal dynamics of tree mortality caused by the mountain
pine beetle as well as relative defoliation caused by the western spruce budworm in the Pacific Northwest forests of the
USA during the period 1984-2012 by integrating forest health
detection surveys, Landsat time series data and multi-date
forest inventory data. As previously mentioned, operational
objectives such as the detection of early stages of defoliation
or ephemeral crown colour changes are challenging to
achieve, and if change detection techniques are applied, this
requires capacity to acquire high-resolution temporal data at
an appropriate spatial resolution. While both the Landsat and

The continued advances in remote sensing technology are
resulting in successive improvements in both spatial and spectral resolution, and this in turn enhances their capability to
detect the biochemical and biophysical symptoms associated
with tree crown damage. These improved sensor specifications are now routinely evaluated to characterise the health
of tree crops, not only for trees growing in native forests and
plantations but also horticultural tree crops (e.g. [62]). The key
to the successful application of remotely sensed data for the
detection and mapping of damaging agents is to match the
appropriate sensor specifications and image analysis to the
information requirements [17.., 29.]. For example, while
new multispectral satellites have increased spectral, radiometric and spatial resolution, the flexibility of the re-visit time and
cost of imagery will also influence the choice of sensor.

Spectral Resolution
A key feature of the improved capacity of the new multispectral sensors to characterise forests has been through the incorporation of Red Edge (RE) (680 to 750 nm) wavelength
bands. The RE spectral region is superior to the green and
red bands in regard to its responsiveness to stress-induced
changes in foliar chlorophyll content (e.g. [25-, 37, 39, 63]).
Both the RapidEye 5 satellite constellation and DigitalGlobe's
WorldView-3 satellite provide RE band information. The
WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 satellites, for example, have
eight multispectral bands between 400 and 1040 nm with a
spatial resolution at approximately 2 m. Using WorldView-2
imagery, Oumar & Mutanga (2014) [20.], for example, identified that the RE and near-infrared bands were strongly correlated with Thaumastocoris peregrinus (bronze bug) damage
in Eucalyptus smithii plantations in South Africa. Tree crowns
infested with T peregrinus display a reddening of the leaves
which progresses to defoliation and eventually crown dieback.
The authors were able to map damage severity through partial
least squares regression that integrated the RE and NIR bands,
temperature and rainfall variables, achieving an R2 of 0.71.
Eitel et al. (2011) [63], on the other hand, found that the
Springer
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Normalized Difference RE index derived from RapidEye satellite images allowed stress to be detected 13 days after artificially girdling trees in a New Mexico conifer woodland. This
was significantly earlier than more conventional broadband
spectral indices used for satellite-based forest health
monitoring.
More recently, the European Space Agency (ESA)
launched the Sentinel-2 mission which is specifically designed for environmental monitoring. Notably, the Sentinel2 sensors have 13 spectral bands, including three RE bands
centred on 705, 740 and 783 rim. Accessing Sentinel-2 imagery has become very popular due to their policy of providing
free and open data access (https://sentinel.esa.int/web/
sentinel/sentinel-data-access) and the fact that Sentinel-2 data
are complementary to data acquired by the Landsat 8 (OLI)
and Landsat 7 (ETM+) sensors, with standardised preprocessing methodologies now available for both satellite systems (e.g. https://setinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/toolboxes).
Unfortunately, there has been less success in utilising
hyperspectral data acquired by satellites for forest health
assessment, in part due to technical difficulties associated
with atmospheric effects. The two commercial
hyperspectral satellite sensors, NASA's E0-1 Hyperion
and ESA's CHRIS on the Proba platform, have now been
decommissioned. Several replacement missions, however,
are planned including the German EnMAP hyperspectral
sensor which is scheduled for launching in 2017. While
this satellite sensor, and other similar sensors planned for
launching, will make a valuable contribution to regional
scale environmental monitoring, the spatial resolution of
30 m may not be optimal for assessing tree health in
plantations. One solution to modelling hyperspectral data
at this spatial resolution, however, is through Spectral
Mixture Analysis which can quantify the proportion of
each pixel that is occupied by individual image components including sunlit canopy, soil and shadow [16., 19].
Greater success in assessing forest health has been
achieved using airborne hyperspectral sensors (e.g. [27., 44,
46, 50, 64]). The airborne HyMap sensor (Integrated
Spectronics PL), for example, delivers imagery with 125
channels across wavelength ranging from 450 to 2480 nm
with pixels having a spatial resolution of approximately 5 m.
Fassnacht et al. (2014) [44] acquired HyMap data with the aim
of differentiating three damage classes associated with bark
beetle Ups typographus) induced spruce tree mortality.
Unfortunately, while the pixel-based classification of dead
trees was achieved with high overall accuracy, the pre-visual
'green mortality stage' class was found to be heavily
overestimated. They highlighted the issue of pixels having
dead trees, bare soil and understorey vegetation and that the
pixel size may have been too coarse to gather information at
the individual tree level. They also concluded that the higher
classification accuracies were associated with bands close to
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the 560 nm (the green peak), 680 rim (chlorophyll absorption)
and the RE (690 nm). Lausch et al. (2013) [46] also acquired
HyMap data and achieved moderate to good accuracies when
trying to distinguish four classes of damage caused by the
spruce bark beetle in a Bavarian Forest National Park. These
authors also mentioned the issue of mixed spectral information per pixel and concluded that hyperspectral data with a
ground resolution of 4 m were found to contain more information relevant to estimating the vitality class of spruce vegetation compared to hyperspectral data acquired at a spatial
resolution of 7 m. Adbel-Rahman et al. (2014) [27.] achieved
higher accuracies using AISA Eagle hyperspectral data at 2-m
spatial resolution to detect Sirex noctilio grey-attacked and
lightning-struck pine trees in a Pinus patula plantation.
While the number of service providers of hyperspectral
airborne imagery may not be limiting, the cost of this data
could be commercially prohibitive for a low-value crop such
as pulp plantations. A cheaper option is through the acquisition of multispectral camera imagery fitted with replaceable,
narrow-band interference filters. The filters can be selected to
target specific wavelengths known to be sensitive to the crown
damage symptoms (e.g. [18, 24, 25., 48]). Using imagery
acquired by an airborne Digital Multi-Spectral Camera II system fitted with 10-nm bandwidth filters, Coops et al. 2006
[24] attempted to detect crown damage symptoms in
P radiata plantations resulting from Sphaeropsis sapinea
(Sphaeropsis blight) and E. californica (Californica pine
aphid). They concluded that the upper RE waveband index
(R720—R740) was highly correlated with the necrotic symptoms of S. sapinea while the chlorosis and defoliation caused
from E. califbrnica was best predicted with a simple chlorophyll index (R680/R850). More recently, De Castro et al.
(2015) [62] acquired imagery using a multispectral camera
(a Tetracam mini-MCA-6) with six individual sensors and
user customizable band pass filters for the early detection of
laurel wilt disease (Raffaelea lauricola) in a crop of avocado
(Persea Americana) trees. With imagery having a spatial resolution of 15.3 cm, they were able to discriminate between
healthy trees and trees in the early stage of disease development using data retrieved from only the central pixels of tree
crowns and hence avoiding potentially mixed pixels.
The continuing advancement of Unmanned Airborne
Systems (UAS) technology and sensor miniaturisation technology may also provide a cheaper alternative to the cost of
airborne hyperspectral imagery [65]. Small unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) can now carry miniaturised hyperspectral
sensors in addition to the simpler consumer colour cameras
(e.g. [66, 67..]). The very small ground sampling distances
(GSD) associated with these UAV platforms allow for
the analysis of hyperspectral data at the individual crown-level. Nasi et al. (2016) [67—], for example, acquired
hyperspectral data over a stand of Norway spruce (Picea
abies) infested with the spruce bark beetle (I. typographus)
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using a small UAV. They were able to class individual trees
into classes of healthy, infested and dead with an overall accuracy of 76%.
Hall et al. (2016) [17..] also identified the potential of the
UAV systems with simple cameras to detect crown damage if
it predominantly occurs on the upper surface of tree crowns.
Very high spatial, three-dimensional (3D) surfaces can now be
generated through photogrammetric processing of point
clouds captured through overlapping photographs [68].
Crown surface height and density metrics can then be extracted and related to damage symptoms associated with the upper
canopy. However, it also needs to be noted that, at present,
UAVs can only acquire data over relatively small areas due to
battery limitations and are not as stable as small aircraft in
windy conditions [69]. In addition, while radiometric distortions normally caused by atmospheric influences are usually
insignificant because of the low flight altitudes of UAVs, the
instability of these platforms can cause serious geometric and
radiometric distortions when canying consumer grade cameras (e.g. [70]). The issues of system stability associated with
low-altitude UAVs, however, are being addressed by the UAS
community [71]. Also, in some countries, including Australia,
there exists a significant operational constraint to the operation
of UAVs in plantations and that is the operator must maintain
visual line of sight with the platform at all times. Negotiations
with aviation authorities, however, are occurring for the provision of guidelines permitting the use of UAVs in commercial
forests for specific purposes [17..]. In the near future, it is
anticipated that these small UASs will fill an operational
niche, being relatively cheap and capable of a flexible and
rapid response and so well suited for targeting areas that have
been identified during broad area health surveys operating at a
coarser resolution.
Spatial Resolution
Low- to mid-resolution (>10-100 m) remote sensing data
have proven capacity for mapping insect outbreak surveys
over broad landscapes (e.g. [10, 12., 13, 14]). However, it is
now accepted that these coarser resolution satellite sensors are
not optimal for smaller, more fragmented forests [72] or plantations composed of compartments having a range of planting
dates because not all tree ages are equally susceptible to damage [67..]. As mentioned previously, Somers et al. (2010) [19]
attempted to monitor defoliation in a Eucalyptus globulus
plantation using Landsat 5-TM and E0-1 Hyperion data
through spectral mixture analysis but achieved only moderate
accuracies compared to other studies on eucalypt plantations
which utilised imagery of higher spatial resolution (Table 1).
However, there are now satellite sensors that have both high
spatial (<10 m) resolution and high temporal (e.g. <1 week)
resolution (e.g. [17.., 311), made possible because of their
capacity to acquire 'off-nadir' imagery (e.g. WorldView-2

and WorldView-3 and RapidEye can acquire imagery having
multiple viewing angles) [17—]. A caveat, however, associated with these very high spatial resolution, off-nadir, sensor
characteristics, is that they can suffer from radiometric and
geometric distortions as well as the cost of the imagery being
relatively expensive [17.1.
It is now well established that classification errors arise due
to contamination of targeted object pixels with shadow,
understorey vegetation and soil effects (e.g. [19, 23]). For
pixel-based classification approaches, it is generally agreed
that the spatial resolution should match the objects of interest
(e.g. tree crowns) (e.g. [73]), and RapidEye and Sentinel-2
satellites have spatial resolutions comparable to individual
crowns of mature trees [31.]. However, digital aerial imagery
and data from the recently available sub-metre resolution satellites (e.g. GeoEye-1 and WorldView-3 and WorldView-4)
provide multi spectral imagery of a finer spatial resolution than
the size of individual mature tree crowns resulting in multiple
pixels per tree crown (e.g. [69]). While this increased spatial
resolution provides more detail, it can also increase variability
within severity classes of crown damage. Therefore, it is important to select the optimal spatial resolution of remotely
specific tasks, irrespective of whether the classification is at
the stand level (i.e. infestation levels as a proportion of affected trees) or at the tree level (i.e. crown severity damage classes). Ismail et al. (2008) [74], for example, determined the
'optimal' spatial resolution for four classes of infestation in a
radiata plantation infested with S. noctilio using a minimum variance procedure and concluded that areas with high
infestation levels can be detected using coarser resolution imagery (1.99-2.31 m) while areas with low infestation levels
can be detected using finer imagery (1.74-1.93 m). Lottering
& Mutanga (2016) [21-] undertook a similar study using
WorldView-2 imagery for predicting levels of plantation stand
defoliation by the eucalyptus weevil (Gonipterus scutellatus)
and showed that the optimal spatial resolutions for low to
medium infestation levels ranged between 1.75 and 1.93 m
while the appropriate resolution for higher levels was between
1.99 and 2.31 m.
Increased spatial resolution can also be achieved through
panchromatic sharpening. Panchromatic sharpening is a process of fusing the high spatial resolution panchromatic (grey
scale) imagery and the lower spatial resolution multispectral
imagery to create a higher resolution colour image. Johnson
(2014) [75] demonstrated that certain pansharpening methods
now exist that do not significantly distort the spectral data,
thereby making the process suitable for downscaling VI data.
In addition, this process can improve object-based analysis
and the calculation of textural metrics (e.g. [57]).
New opportunities for very high spatial resolution data are
now emerging from constellations of micro-satellites (e.g.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2015/10/27/rocketsspaceships-space-exploration/74704540/). These are simple,
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small satellites that are relatively low cost, operate in low
orbits and can be deployed in large numbers (e.g. 'Dove'
microsatellites launched by Planet Labs). The Dove satellites
consist of a frame charged-coupled device (CCD) camera having three overlapping visible bands (blue, green, red) at 3-5 m
GSD. While these constellations provide opportunities for
near real-time of change and update, White et al. (2016) [69]
question their suitability for accurate long-term monitoring of
forests due to potential issues related to their radiometric and
geometric consistency.

Active Sensors—LiDAR and Radar
The disadvantage of passive systems is that they are affected by weather conditions; this, however, is a less of an
issue for active systems such as LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging, sometimes referred to Airborne Laser
Scanning (ALS)) and Radar (transmits and receives radio
waves) sensors. Airborne LiDAR can measure the 3D distribution of vegetation within forest canopies and is now
operationally adopted for forest inventory assessments
(e.g. [69]). If the canopy structure has been affected by a
damaging agent, e.g. defoliation, then there is potential to
estimate these structural changes using LiDAR point data.
Ten years ago, Solberg et al. (2006) [76] evaluated whether
LiDAR could be used to detect defoliation and demonstrated that airborne LiDAR was able to detect defoliation in
terms of estimated changes in LAI during a pine sawfly
(Diprion pini) outbreak occurring in a Norwegian Scots
pine forest and achieved values of R2 from 0.87 to 0.93.
More recently, Vastaranta et al. (2013) [77] used plot-level
training data and airborne LiDAR data to map defoliation
caused by D. pint in stands of Scots pine forest. Field plots
were classified into two classes of defoliation, 0-20% defoliation and >20% defoliation, and they achieved an overall mapping accuracy of 84.3%. At the same study site,
Kantola etal. (2013) [78] demonstrated that it was possible
to detect individual Scots pine trees with differing levels of
needle loss, but that classification accuracy decreased with
an increasing number of defoliation classes. They also concluded that their method was not overly sensitive to
LiDAR data density.
Until very recently, LiDAR sensors were restricted to only
one wavelength in the N1R part of the spectrum and this information is provided as intensity values which have limited
capacity for species identification or canopy health assessment. However, new multi-wavelength LiDAR sensors such
as the Optech Titan multispectral LiDAR system with wavelengths at 532, 1064 and 1550 nm now offer significant potential for tree-level health assessment. These multispectral
waveform LiDAR systems offer the advantage of being
multi-purpose, with the ability to characterise stand structural
attributes used for inventory and reflectance properties that
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can be related to tree crown health [79]. This approach could
help offset the costs of data acquisition.
Several studies have in fact investigated the benefits of
combining multispectral or hyperspectral optical data with
LiDAR or Radar data and have shown that canopy penetrating
information derived from the active sensors can complement
optical data to improve the classification accuracy of canopy
damage (e.g. [42—, 80]). Kantola et al. (2010) [78] combined
airborne LiDAR and digital camera data of a Finnish boreal
forest infested with D. pint larvae. They then extracted both
LiDAR and spectral metrics from individual delineated
crowns allocated to one of two defoliation classes before comparing model accuracies to predict the presence of damaged
trees. Similarly, but at a stand scale, Ortiz et al. (2013) [80]
successfully combined RadidEye spectral data and TerraSARX radar (a commercial German synthetic aperture radar satellite) data for improved detection of bark beetle
(I. typographus) green attack of Norway spruce (P. abies) in
Germany. More recently, Shendryk et al. [42..] demonstrated
the benefits of modelling metrics selected from both airborne
LiDAR and hyperspectral datasets for classifying crown-level
dieback in a native river red gum forest. The LiDAR metrics,
in particular, were useful for classifying tree crown structural
characteristics. As each dataset was acquired with separate
flights, they highlighted the need for a robust approach for
ortho-rectification to ensure sub-pixel co-location.

Approaches to Digital Image Analysis
and Information Extraction
Remotely sensed and in situ data can be related by either
empirically or physically based modelling approaches for the
retrieval of quantitative information [31.]. The remotely
sensed measurement can be used as an indicator of a tree
attribute or as input into a process model to simulate or estimate other tree attributes [311. Physical-based models such as
radiative transfer models model the interception of light
through the canopy and have been applied to link leaf optical
properties with canopy structural characteristics (e.g. [81,
82]). At the leaf level, the PROSPECT model has been used
for the estimation of needle biochemical constituents of a boreal conifer forest by inversion of measured reflectance and
transmittance and then successfully linked to the SAIL canopy
reflectance model [81]. Inversions of these coupled models
allow airborne above canopy reflectance to simultaneously
infer leaf level pigment content and LAI. However, while
these models offer the potential of a more generic approach
to quantify the biochemical parametres of vegetation based on
spectral data, they are often difficult to parameterize [82].
The more common approach to relating ground-based measurements to the remotely sensed information is through the
development of empirical models. For this spatial predictive
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approach, estimation accuracies depend not only on the quality of the remotely sensed (and associated ground-based data)
but also on the analytical methodology applied. Traditional
per-pixel classification approaches such as the maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) have been used extensively in the
remote sensing of forest health (e.g. [50, 57, 73]). In supervised classification, specific objects of interest in the remotely
sensed data that represent homogeneous examples (i.e. tree
crowns) are related to reference data identified on the ground
or through the interpretation of aerial photography. These reference datasets are then used to train the classification algorithm for mapping the entire image scene (e.g. [57]). In unsupervised classification algorithms, the program recognises different patterns and classifies them into different categories
(e.g. [83]). Numerous other parametric modelling techniques
have been applied for predicting and mapping forest health,
for example, generalised linear regression models and generalised additive models [12.], mixed-effects models [10, 13],
logistic regression [78] and partial least squares regression
models [20., 84]. These models are often adapted to account
for the specific circumstances. Insect outbreak dynamics are
usually spatially correlated, for example, so this needs to be
taken into account, and so Meddens & Hicke (2014) [12.]
used GAM but included a spatial term (GAMS). Lazaridis
et al. 2011 [84] examined several techniques thought suitable
for dealing with the highly correlated and dimensional data
associated with MODIS satellite time series data used for
predicting for canopy health of P radiata plantations. They
concluded that tree mortality using MODIS data is best predicted using shrinkage regression techniques such as ridge
regression, LASSO or partial least squares.
Often, parametric statistical methods provide superior
models to non-parametric methods; however, parametric
methods make several important assumptions about the underlying data (i.e. normality, homogeneity of variance, independence) that are sometimes not met using remotely sensed
data. Recently, therefore, non-parametric, machine learning
approaches have become a popular approach for modelling
remotely sensed data for predicting and mapping forest health.
These techniques can deal with large complex, highdimensional remote sensing datasets (e.g. [311). In addition,
these non-parametric methodologies are distributed free and
can handle noisy data, missing data values, both numerical
and categorical data, and incorporate other sources of auxiliary spatial data. They include classification and regression tree
analysis (CART) (e.g. [25.]), artificial neural networks (ANN)
(e.g. [21., 26.]) and support vector algorithms (SVM) (e.g.
[44]). A machine learning classifier that has become popular
for remote sensing applications in forestry is the random forest
(RF) classifier (e.g. [27., 42—, 56]). The RF classifier is an
ensemble learning algorithm that involves the bagging of classification trees where each node is split using the best among a
subset of predictors randomly chosen at that node. It provides

an 'out-of-bag' estimate of error rate and a measure of the
importance of the predictor variables [85]. RF has been used
for classification or regression and in an imputation nearest
neighbour mode (e.g. [77, 86]). Wang et al. (2015) [56], for
example, successfully applied RF classification to combine
spectral and textural information extracted from IKONOS imagery for mapping the dieback of planted R. pseudoacacia
trees in China. Also, Abdel-Rahman et al. (2014) [27.] compared RF and SVM classifiers for detecting S. noctilioattacked P. patula trees in the 'grey' damage class using airborne hyperspectral data and although their performance was
similar, they recommended RF as the most suitable for reducing the dimensionality of hyperspectral data.
Even though machine learning algorithms such as RF or
SVM have low susceptibility to over-fitting, which can arise
when there is a high predictor variable to sample ratio, it is
preferable to 'prune the dimension of the feature space' [87].
Numerous regression techniques can be applied in the context
of reducing the negative effects of over-fitting and correlation
among predictor variables, for example the least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) (e.g. [84]). More
recently, sophisticated feature selection algorithms such as the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) have been included into data
workflows for the analysis of remotely sensed data. The GA
can serve two purposes: (i) the identification of the relevant
wavelengths or derived metrics for the crown damage classification and (ii) pruning the dimension of feature space to
decrease the classifier complexity, thereby contributing to an
increase of the transferability of the trained classifier [44].
Individual Tree Crown Detection and Segmentation

With the increased availability of high spatial resolution imagery, numerous approaches have been developed for the detection and delineation of trees for individual tree crown analysis (e.g. [88, 89]. Some concentrate solely on determining
tree location and counts (e.g. [90, 91]), while others approximate the crown boundary, the latter then allowing for the
extraction of crown-level spectral signatures and/or LiDAR
data (e.g. [15-, 42..]). Initially, algorithms utilised the local
radiometric maxima and minima as the primary features for
the crown delineation process, being indicative of crown centroids and boundaries respectively [92].
More recently, tree apices have been identified through the
detection of local maxima and constructing crown segments
using geometrical properties of 3D canopy surface models
derived from either LiDAR or stereo-photogrammetry (e.g.
[93.]). Photogrammetric software packages such as
Photoscan (AgiSoft LLC, St Petersburg, Russia) are now
commonly used to generate accurate canopy height models
(CHM) based on stereo optical imagery and a LiDARderived digital terrain model (e.g. [66, 68]). Algorithms based
on local maximum, template matching, region-growing or
Springer
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watershed segmentation can all be used on these high spatial
resolution LiDAR or photogrammetric-derived CHMs for the
automated delineation of individual tree crowns [93.]). Nasi
et al. (2016) [67..], for example, used an UAV that carried
both a red green blue (RGB) band camera and a miniature
hyperspectral sensor to acquire data over a P abies stand during an outbreak of the European spruce bark beetle
(I. typographus). They used the RGB data to generate a digital
surface model (DSM) and then applied a watershed segmentation routine to detect individual P abies tree crowns. The
hyperspectral data were then extracted from each tree crown
and because there were many pixels to each tree, they selected
only the six brightest pixels and tabulated a series of spectral
features per crown, along with 78 trees that had been visually
assessed on the ground. Individual tree crowns were then classified as healthy, infested or dead. While they were successful
in discriminating between healthy and dead crowns, the
'infested' class was more difficult to separate. This separation
might be improved through the application of more sophisticated hyperspectral indices and improvements in the radiometric image processing.
Numerous software packages or modules are now available
for the automatic individual tree crown detection and delineation using either raster-based or point cloud data [93.]. One
common raster-based approach applies geographic objectbased image analysis (GEOBIA) [94]. These techniques allow
for the scene to be decomposed into many relatively homogeneous image objects using a multi-scale segmentation process.
GEOBIA-based methods provide an effective approach to apply multiple data sources to generate crown-like shapes as
well as the use of multiple scales to delineate individual tree
crowns that generally vary in size in imagery with a consistent
spatial resolution [93-]. This multi-resolution segmentation
can easily be achieved using commercial software such as
eCognition Developer (Trimble GeoSpatial, Munich,
Germany) or the image segmentation program in ERDAS
Imagine (Geoimage). The multi-resolution segmentation process implemented in eCognition Developer starts from individual pixels that are merged to most similar adjacent regions
and controlled mainly by several user-defined parametres
[94]. The size and the shape of the resulting objects are defined by a scale parametre (related to the object size), shape
and compactness criterion (object homogeneity) [94].
Several studies have now used this software to extract
crown-level remotely sensed data from trees in stands of unhealthy stands (e.g. [15., 26., 45, 66, 95.]). Waser et al. (2014)
[45], for example, used eCognition Developer to segment a
pan-sharpened WorldView-2 ortho-image that yielded individual trees and tree clusters of ash (Fraxinus excelsior) suffering crown dieback due to attack from the fungal pathogen
Hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus. The authors derived a series
of indices from the spectral data extracted from each tree-level
segment, including several indices that incorporated the RE
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band, which were used as predictor variables. After a variable
reduction process, they performed supervised classification
using a multiple logistic regression technique. They were then
able to map four different levels of damaged ash achieving an
accuracy of 77%. Using colour-infrared imagery captured by
an UAV, Lehmann et al. (2015) [95.] applied the multiresolution segmentation and object-based image analysis in
eCognition Developer to classify an infestation in oak
(Quercus sp.) stands by the oak splendour beetle (Agrilus
biguttatus). In addition, Poona & Ismail (2013) [26.] demonstrated that pan-sharpened QuickBird imagery (0.6 m) was
sufficiently high spatial resolution for the automated segmentation ofP. radiata crowns affected by the pitch canker fungus
Fusarium circinatum using the eCognition Developer software. It is important to emphasise, however, that the key to
the effectiveness of the individual tree approach is the accuracy and reliability of the individual tree data; therefore, it is
essential to determine crown delineation error and identify
the potential sources of this error [88].
Fusion of Multiple Sources of Data

The fusion of high spatial resolution data from optical and
active sensors now permits the extraction of a mixture of
spectral, textural and structural metrics that can be directly
assigned to individual tree crowns, thereby enhancing the remotely sensed information that can be related to crown-level
biochemical and biophysical attributes [42.., 67..]. As mentioned previously, several forest health studies have highlighted the issue of pixels or segmented polygons (i.e. tree crowns)
containing shadows or spectral information from non-targeted
features (e.g. [42.., 44]). Bare soil and understorey vegetation,
for example, are often visible when viewed synoptically over
dead and dying trees (e.g. [56]). A solution to this problem is
the fusion of the spectral imagery with height information
provided by LiDAR sensors or canopy height information
derived from stereo-photogrammetry in combination with an
accurate digital terrain model (DTM) [67.-, 68, 69]. Shendrky
et al. 2016 [42..], for example, used full-wave form airborne
LiDAR data to detect individual Eucalyptus camaldulensis
tree crowns in 3D occurring in a native forest suffering chronic drought. They then extracted hyperspectral data from the
sunlit portions of each tree crown as well as attributing a series
of LiDAR structural indices to each crown. The most important predictor variables were then applied to classify the health
of individual trees using RF. They achieved an overall accuracy of 81% for classifying crown dieback and an overall
accuracy of 70% for crown transparency parametres used to
map the health of individual trees. Another example of integrating coincident LiDAR data with airborne digital multispectral imagery was achieved by Bater et al. (2010) [96]
who accurately fused these spatial datasets to identify individual P. con torta trees killed by the mountain pine beetle
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(D. ponderosae) and then estimated the volume losses attrib-

uted to mountain pine beetle infestation. An alternative to the
use of airborne LiDAR or stereo-photogrammetry was proposed by Fassnacht et al. (2014) [44] with the suggestion that
stand height information derived from data acquired by the
current Radar spaceborne mission TanDEM-X could be used
to mask out spectral information from non-canopy features.
In addition, if the aim is to produce maps that predict the
extent of canopy damage, then it is often advantageous to
include other sources of spatial information such as silviculture, local climate, topography and edaphic data together with
the multispectral data [20., 25.]. It is important, however, to
ensure that the spatial resolutions of the various spatial surfaces are comparable. For the purpose of prediction, it is acceptable to resample auxiliary surfaces such as climatic and
topographic data to the spatial resolution of the spectral data
[20.]. Although fusing geo-referenced datasets from a range
of sources can improve classification and mapping accuracies,
this process could result in complicated data workflows (e.g.
[42.1) which often require the integration of several software
packages such as Photoscan, LAStools (rapidlasso GmgH),
eCognition, the Open Source R statistical software and
ERDAS IMAGINE. While these image processing and analysis workflows can produce more accurate classifications,
consideration to ensuring that they are also robust and portable
is required so as to encourage operational adoption.

Issues of Timing
Correct timing of any forest health surveillance is critical. If
the primary objective of the assessment is to support a possible
intervention strategy, then optimal timing is influenced by the
stage at which the damaging agent is most effectively controlled [97]. Unfortunately, this often corresponds to tree
symptoms that are initially inconspicuous and difficult to detect remotely [98]. In general terms, the presentation of detectable symptoms, prior to tree mortality, is shorter for many tree
diseases than for insect pests. In addition, the possibility of
different symptom chronologies for different insect pests and
fungal pathogens also contributes to the difficulty of early
detection. If, however, the primary objective is to map and
record the extent and severity of damage for reporting or yield
reconciliation purposes, then assessment usually coincides
with the maximum expression of crown symptoms that can
be detected by the chosen sensor [97]. While there tends to be
a generic sequence of crown symptoms from foliar
discolouration to defoliation and then crown contraction or
tree death, the rate of progression of these symptoms varies
according to the damaging agent, host tree species, site conditions and local prevailing weather [29.]. Therefore, the definition of an optimal `biowindow' requires an appreciation of

the pest life cycle and associated sequence of damage of
symptoms and host crown phenology.
Traditionally, satellites with the optimal spatial resolution
have lacked the temporal resolution required to produce maps
for routine monitoring, with airborne platforms viewed as being more flexible and responsive [97]. This, however, is
changing with the new generation of high spatial resolution
satellites. Both Hall et al. 2016 [17..] and Pause et al. (2016)
[31.] provide tables that list current and future satellite optical
sensors which highlight the increasing spectral, spatial and
temporal resolution of these new missions. Many of the new
satellites have re-visit times of less than a week. In addition,
advocates for UAV platforms claim that their flexibility make
them well suited to acquiring local imagery in a timely manner
at very high spatial resolution [66, 67—, 95.].

Acquisition of Reference Data—'Ground Truthing'
All remotely sensed products, including maps of pest damage
in plantations, require validation which includes an estimation
of accuracy. This, in turn, necessitates consideration of the
sampling design, definition and measurement of the response
variables and the analytical methodology used to estimate
accuracy and uncertainty (Hall et al. 2016 (and references
therein) [17..], [99]). The quality of the ground-based assessments, therefore, directly influences the accuracy of the resultant remotely sensed maps [31.].
Very high spatial resolution analysis, including tree crown
segmentation, requires the accurate location of individual trees
to ensure high correspondence between the segmented crowns
and the reference trees. The use of differential Global
Positioning Systems (dGPS) to locate plot centres or individual trees in plantations is now a common practice. The manual
alignment of tree crowns with the image crowns, however, can
be challenging, especially with crowns that are overlapping or
leaning. Improved geo-referencing of high spatial resolution
imagery can also be improved through the use of ground control points [68]. Another common approach to sourcing validation data is for tree crowns to be manually delineated in
coincident aerial photography and visually assigned damage
classes (e.g. [66, 83]). The use of colour photography to serve
as a surrogate for ground validation data can significantly
reduce the time and costs associated with the collection of
validation data [83]. Irrespective of whether the reference data
are collected through conventional on-ground assessment or
through the use of colour photography, because the development of damage symptoms is a continuous process, it is important that the acquisition of the reference and remotely
sensed data occur approximately at the same time.
In addition, the robustness and accuracy of predictive models
derived from remotely sensed data is dependant, in part, on the
representativeness of the reference data; therefore, sufficient
Springer
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Fig. 1 Generic workflow for
assessment of tree crown/canopy
damage using remotely sensed
data. GCP ground control points

Definition of symptom chronology and optimal 'biowindow'

Identify ground reference variables

Define on-ground damage assessment
methodology

Define optimal imagery specifications
Select sensor/platform

Task acquisition of spatial dataset(s)
Place out GCPs (repeat for change detection)

Identify optimal survey strategy for reference
data on-ground or photography

Image pre-processing:
orthorectification,
radiometric & atmospheric corrections

Accurately locate and assess trees/plots
Apply DSM-orthorectification to fuse datasets
Georegister auxiliary data with imagery
Resample spatial resolution if required

4,
Apply Masking procedure to identify sunlit
crowns
e.g. NDVI or Height thresholds

If object-based approach apply segmentation

Extract spectral (& LiDAR) data
Calculate predictor metrics
Extract coincident auxiliary data

Assign predictor metrics to the reference data
Split into training & validation subsets

Variable selection to reduce the number of
predictor variables

'if
Apply classification/regression/machine
learning models to training subset

Use validation subset or cross-validation to
assess accuracy of predictions

\l/
Map production and summary tables with
accuracy estimates

nwnbers of on-ground samples are required to capture the full
range of damage symptoms [100]. Traditional sampling strategies can be time consuming and hence expensive. Recently,
however, several novel and efficient sampling methods have
been proposed that utilise a priori spatial axillary data to allocate
sampling points in the area of interest [101, 102].

Conclusions
The concept of precision agriculture utilising high-resolution
remotely sensed data is now well entrenched in farming practises and developing rapidly for horticultural tree crop protection (e.g. [55, 103, 104]. However, while a particular remote
sensing system may improve detection and classification accuracies, it may not be readily adopted because the value of
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the crop will influence the sophistication of the approach taken. For example, for high-value horticultural tree crops such
as olives, avocado or almonds, the routine capture of
hyperspectral imagery for monitoring tree crown health can
be justified (e.g. [55, 62, 103]); however, this may not be the
case for larger areas of timber or pulp plantations. Pietrzykoski
et al. (2007) [18] comment that while forest managers strive
for improved efficiency by improving accuracy and reducing
costs, they are more likely to adopt methods that reduce the
costs of management rather than methods that improve accuracy at an increased cost.
Individual companies need to clearly identify the reasons
for acquiring canopy health information. If it is for triggering
control responses, then the approach needs to be flexible and
rapidly executed. If, however, the health survey information is
required to quantify the impact on stand growth or for
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developing predictive models, then the acquisition campaigns
can be planned more strategically but also within the constraints presented by the symptom chronology. Both scenarios
require studies on the biology of the damaging agents and the
relationship of the spatial and temporal expression of host
symptoms with remotely sensed metrics. Once the optimal
acquisition specifications for a particular damaging agent have
been identified, the challenge is not so much the acquisition of
the remotely sensed data but the complexity of the subsequent
dataflow processing, analyses and reporting (Fig. 1) [69].
Sophisticated dataflow solutions are being developed, including efficient data processing methodologies for analysing
large 3D point cloud datasets and data fusion through techniques developed in other areas such as the robotics sector
(e.g. 1105]).
We anticipate that plantation companies will invest in
UAS technology, especially for use as a sampling tool
to provide reference data for stand inventory modelling
or for local reconnaissance. The integration of LiDAR
and digital multispectral sensors on these small, relatively cheap platforms will enable multi-tasking, acquiring
very high spatial resolution information related to both
structural and health attributes at the tree level. The
simultaneous acquisition of both types of data by light
aircraft would also fulfil similar requirements.
Developments in 3D photogrammetry and multispectral
LiDAR will also contribute towards this multi-tasking
process [69]. Notwithstanding these recent developments, work is still required to demonstrate the costeffectiveness of these systems as well as their integration into plantation management processes. Pathways to
adoption will depend on the internal resources and capabilities of individual companies. Some will choose inhouse solutions while others will contract specialised
service providers to acquire and process the remotely
sensed data.
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